
MEDS study guide part 1
Chapter 6: DNA Replication and Repair
[DNA replication]

- Base-pairing enables DNA replication
- DNA synthesis begins at replication forks
- 2 replication forks form at each replication origin
- DNA polymerase synthesizes DNA using a parental strand as a template
- The replication fork is asymmetrical
- DNA polymerase is self-correcting
- Short lengths of RNA act as primers for DNA synthesis (important for DNA

synthesis)
- Proteins at a replication fork cooperate to form a replication machine
- Telomerase replicates the ends of Eukaryotic chromosomes
- Telomere length varies by cell type and with age
- Growing polymers can only be added to 3’ end. Grows from 3’ to 5’ direction
- Telomerase is an enzyme
- Each strand can serve as a template for synthesis of its complementary strand.

Strands= antiparallel
- Semi-conservative theory: half strand is new, half is conserved (of DNA)
- Each half serves as a template of its own new complementary strand
- The double helix is opened with the aid of initiator proteins
- DNA polymerase: enzyme. Its job is to synthesize DNA. Synthesize DNA

polymers
- Growing chain adds on in 3’ to 5’ direction
- Covalently bonded backbone
- Asymmetry of replication fork creates Okazaki fragments
- DNA polymerase has proofreading. Has the ability to self-correct. It has 2 sites

involved with this
- P-site: active polymerization happening
- E-site: editing site

- DNA polymerase has polymerization and editing sites
- DNA polymerase is the enzyme that creates DNA polymers

- When primase binds, it’s a condensation reaction
- DNA ligase seals knicks

- DNA ligase joins together Okazaki fragments
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- SNPs: Single nucleotide polymorphism- smallest type of genetic change in a
gene, most common- 90% of variation in human gene sequences

- Linkage analysis: a tool for mapping the chromosomal position of unknown
genes.
https://quizlet.com/229309193/linkage-analysis-and-dna-sequencing-flash-card
s/

- Consanguinity: “genetic relatedness between individuals descended from at
least one common ancestor.” Put more simply, consanguinity means two
individuals are “blood relatives” or “biological relatives.” We often receive
information and questions regarding a child from a union of two related
individuals.

Chapter 7: Transcription and Translation
- Genetic information directs the synthesis of proteins
- The segments of DNA that are transcribed into RNA are called genes

[From DNA to RNA]
- Portions of DNA sequence are transcribed into RNA
- Transcription produces RNA that is complementary to one strand of DNA
- Cells produce various types of RNA
- Signals in the DNA tell RNA polymerase where to start and stop transcription
- Initiation of eukaryotic gene transcription is a complex process
- Eukaryotic RNA polymerase requires general transcription factors
- Eukaryotic mRNAs are processed in the nucleus
- In eukaryotes, protein-coding genes are interrupted by noncoding sequences

called introns
- Introns are removed from pre-mRNAs by RNA splicing
- RNA synthesis and processing takes place in “Factories” within the nucleus
- Mature eukaryotic mRNAs are exported from the nucleus
- mRNA molecules are eventually degraded in the cytosol
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Enzymes:
- a substance produced by a living organism which acts as a catalyst to

bring about a specific biochemical reaction
- proteins that act as biological catalysts. Catalysts accelerate chemical

reactions. The molecules upon which enzymes may act are called
substrates, and the enzyme converts the substrates into di�erent
molecules known as products

Substrates:
- an amorphous gel-like substance in the extracellular space that contains

all components of the extracellular matrix except for fibrous materials
such as collagen and elastin. Ground substance is active in the
development, movement, and proliferation of tissues, as well as their
metabolism

Major enzyme classes:
- http://attic.volgmed.ru/depts/biochem/sources/e-enzyme1.pdf

Enzyme actions:
- An enzyme attracts substrates to its active site, catalyzes the chemical reaction

by which products are formed, and then allows the products to dissociate
(separate from the enzyme surface). The combination formed by an enzyme and
its substrates is called the enzyme–substrate complex

Allosteric inhibition:
- a form of noncompetitive inhibition. This means that the inhibitor is not

directly competing with the substrate at the active site. Instead, it is
indirectly changing the composition of the enzyme. After changing its
shape, the enzyme becomes inactive

- the regulation of an enzyme by binding an e�ector molecule at a site
other than the enzyme's active site. The site to which the e�ector binds is
termed the allosteric site or regulatory site
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Docking-
- Docking proteins comprise a distinct category of intracellular, noncatalytic

signalling protein, that function downstream of a variety of receptor and
receptor-associated tyrosine kinases and regulate diverse physiological and
pathological processes

- docking and fusion are two separate events with di�erent sets of proteins and
mechanisms

- Docking determines where the vesicle goes. Fusion overcomes the energetically
unfavorable process of fusing two membranes.

- Machinery works together
- https://quizlet.com/99837025/lecture-10-vesicle-docking-and-fusion-flash-card

s/

Golgi apparatus-
- a complex of vesicles and folded membranes within the cytoplasm of most

eukaryotic cells, involved in secretion and intracellular transport
- helps process and package proteins and lipid molecules, especially proteins

destined to be exported from the cell

Constitutive secretion-
- is one of the pathways by which proteins can be secreted, or transferred out of a

cell.
- In constitutive secretion proteins are secreted from a cell continuously,

regardless of external factors or signals
- constitutive: happens in all cells, soluble proteins are continuously excreted,

membrane proteins become plasma membrane proteins

Regulated secretion-
- proteins are secreted from a cell in large amounts when a specific signal is

detected by the cell. The example used in this animation is the release of insulin
after a glucose signal enters a pancreatic beta cell

- Regulated secretion terminates in secretory vesicles that store secreted material
until a signal triggers fusion with the plasma membrane

- terminates in secretory vesicles that store secreted material until a signal
triggers fusion with the plasma membrane
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